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In Hegelian language1, Mdyd may be represented as the Not-Being
of the Absolute Being; the negative aspect explaining the Becoming,
It moves (sansarati) and brings into existence the world which in the
Veddnta is called Sansdra. In tlie language of the Veddnta, it is the
power of Brahma to which the phenomenal reality of the world is due,
and which, thus renders the Unrelated and Absolute a Personal God
in His relation to that -world. " Brahma, in so far as it is associated
with M&yd ... is more properly called Iskvara^^
This idea is further developed and made practically intelligible
in the religious ritual based on the teachings of the Veddnta. Mdyd
is there personified as a goddess and a mistress of the Universe3.
What she is made to say of herself it is very interesting to read :—
That which exists in Brahma as the (I/ that ancient I-ness I am.
He who is the inner soul of all beings becoming (I? is remembered
as the Hari [God]. I am, therefore, that ancient I-ness of all beings,
. . . God Nslrayan exists and I, the Luxmi, am His highest Idea,
and the meaning of e I? becomes accomplished when it is united
with I-ness. That which takes rise from the idea of (I? is known
as the I-ness . . . . I do not exist without Him, nor He without
me. We both. exist together, depending upon each other. Know,
therefore, that the relation, between me and the Lord is that of Sub-
stance and Quality. Without I-ness, the tf I? deprived of its ex-
pression, becomes meaningless; an<? without the idea (I/ the
I-ness, losing its support, becomes meaningless4.
The above quotation, though from a work not connected with the
Advaita system, is fully acceptable to Advaitins from a vydvahdric
or practical point of view. Shanbar himself calls Mdyd the Supreme
sJiahi of the Supreme Lord, and extols her as a ss goddess whose
existence is inferred from her acts by the highest intellects only."3
It will appear from what I have said above that the result arrived
at by the Mdyd doctrine is practically the same as in the case of the
other two conceptions of the Word and Emanation. Whether the
1 See Haldane's " Pathway," II, pp.   the supreme Queen of the Parabrahma
^ITved. Sutr. S. B. E., Vol. 34,   '^^N--' ,
in+rnrl n tw                                 Lakshim Tantra/ quoted m Vol
introd.p_xxv.                         I BrahmaTadin, p. 298.
3 In the Ananda Lahan   Shankar       , _ ,   „, -    .,      ,-,
himself addresses the Goddess MdyO as     s ^iv6^ Cliud^mam* verse 101.

